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Fair Seek.s
To Inform
Consumers
By Maria DeVarenne

Henry McHarney has been hand decorating eggs in the
traditional time-consuming method since he was a young
boy. "It goes back three generations in my family,"
McHarney said. Some of his eggs take 20 hours to complete. McHarney's mother raises the goose eggs, and he
gets the varied-colored chicken eggs from local farmers.
McHarney demonstrated his skills in the SUB Wednesday, joined by student Bonnie Molina.

Senior Discount Bill Receives Opposition
By Steve Shoup
SANTA FE - People over 65
should not be given tuition discounts, one member of the state
Board of Educational Finance said
Thursday.
.Jane Trego of Las Cruces voiced
her objections to a bill approved by
the 1984 state Legislature which
cuts senior citizen tuition by $5 per
credit hour. Fees and lab expenses

would not be affected.
Trego, 60, said, "If we wantto go
back to school, I think we ought to
pay for it."
With the passage of the biH,
senior citizens will pay $14.30 per
credit hour compared to $19.50 paid
by other students. The new tuition
rates take effect July 1.
One amendment to the bill said
the senior citizens may attend classes on the tuition discount plan only

on a space available basis.
More than half the classes at New
Mexico State University are full by
the first day. of class, making the
space available condition difficult to
manage, said Gerald Burke, associate academic vice president at,
NMSU.
The board voted to have the BEF
staff make regulations to implement
the discount effective this fall.

The term of the first voting student member of the BEF, David
Castillo of Western New Mexico
University, expires June 30. The
next student body president at the
New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology is scheduled to fill the
position.
The new Eastern New Mexico
University student president will fill
the non-voting position now held by
NMIMT.

Khadafy Demands Britain Lift Police Siege of Embassy
LONDON (UPI) - Col. Moammar Khadafy demanded Thursday
that Britain lift its police siege of his
embassy in London, and demonstrators in Tripoli warned that an estimated 8,500 British citizens in
Libya were being treated as "prisoners."
Khadafy, in an interview broadcast by the British Broadcast Corp.
and NBC television in the United
States, also made veiled threats
against Britons living in Libya. He
said that so far, they were in good
condition but added, "Our people
are very, very angry, and we hope
we can control this situation.''
The latest moves by Libya carne
three days after an unidentified per·
son fired a machine gun from the
Arab nation's embassy in London,
killing a British policwoman and
wounding anti·Khadafy Libyan de·
rnonstrators in the street outside.
In the broadcast interview, Khadafy blamed Britain for the shooting
and said, "British police forces and
helicopters and armored forces must
withdraw immediately and release
our people there, nothing else."
Khadafy' s demands came as a
slap to the British government which
had been waiting since Wednesday
night for response to a formal request for permission to enter the Libyan Embassy, question about 25

radicals inside and search for guns
and bombs.
In the Libyan capital of Tripoli,
several hundred demonstrators marched outside the British Embassy for
two hours and carried a banner that
read in English, "Libya, love it or
leave it."
''We treat British subjects as prisoners as a response to the suffering
and torture dealt to (Libyan) students and citizens who were jailed
without probable cause," the demonstrators said in a protest note
referring to an estimated 8,500 British civilians who work in Libya.
A British diplomat at the embassy
told reporters embassy personnel
were allowed to leave the building
after the Libyan demonstration.
As the stalemate continued between the two governments, the
tense face-off between British police
and those inside the Libyan Embassy in London continued.
Six trays of food and Arabic
newspapers were sent in at midday
to the 20 to 30 people inside the
fashionable four-story townhouse.
Under international law, the
embassy is considered sovereign
territory, and British police cannot
enter it without Libyan permission.
A Foreign Office official met late
Wednesday with the newly
appointed chief of the Libyan mis-

sion, Muftah Fitouri, and said Bri- check for guns.
tain "urgently" wanted to know
from the Libyan government if
By midday Thursday, !he Libyan
police could enter the building and government had not responded.

Have you been misled by an ad,
talked into buying a product you
didn't want or unable to get a refund? If you arc like many students,
you may have been "taken" at one
time or another.
National Consumers week begins
Monday with a Consumer Fair at 6
p.m. at the University of New Mexico Student Union Building bal·
lroom.
The fair is sponsored by the
Associated Students of the University of New Mexico, the attorney
general's Consumer Protection Division and the New Mexico Department of Education's Vocational
Home Economics Division.
The attorney general's Consumer
Affairs Director Gloria Castillo said
the fair sponsors want to educate the
community about marketplace functions and how consumers can participate in decision-making that
affects their well-being.
Castillo said many college students are taken by companies that
offer to find a house, apartment or
job for a fee.
She said the attorney general's
office had Guaranteed Rentals, also
known as The Advisor, closed
through legal action.
The company charged $40 for a
book with different job and rental
listings that were six to nine months
old and taken from various Albuquerque newspaper classified ads.
Castillo said the students were unable to get a refund when they were
dissatisfied with the information
supplied.
Many students have been deceived by student employment
opportunities that stress selling
soap, magazines and other products
in order to pay their way through
school, she said.
Castillo said the companies entice
students by holding out "an offer of
a lifetime - travel, hotels, expensive cars and $6 an hour."
She said students are weakened
by the companies' strong-ann techniques and don't check 'out all the
continued on page 6

Alexandria Ktng

The new registration center, situated inside the newly completed Student Se111lces Building,
will be open tor busine,. Monday.
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Rebels Anticipate Retaliation
TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras~--Salvadoran guerrillas went on alert
Thursday to guard against retaliation
for rebel shooting of a helicopter
carrying two American senators to
eastern Hondums, rchcl radio said.
The rebels' Radio Venccrcmos
satd anti-aircrafi batteries fired on
two U.S. helicopters Wednesday
when the low-flying craft on a "reconnaissance mission" passed over
five rebel-controlled towns in northcastem El Salvador.
Three .50-caliber machine gun
bullets hit the helicopter carrying
Scns. Lawton Chiles, D.-Fla., and
J. Bennett Johnston, D.-La .. but no
one was hurt, said U.S. Embassy
ufficinls in Tegucigalpa.
The radio story clatmcd the
alleged chopper incursion was intended to provoke an incident and
bring a punitive retaliation from
U.S. military forces conducting war
games .in Honduras near the Salvadoran border.
The story alledgcd the attack was
"intended to be only a justification
for U.S. preparations to attack
Nicaragua and El Salvador from
Hundumn territory.
"On the basis of this all FMLN
(guerrilla coalition) units on the
east em front have been put on a state
of alett in preparation for possible
h~avy bombing raids by U.S. planes
as the first escalation of .tggrcs.,inn." it said.
The senators were flying to a Salvadoran refugee camp just inside
Hondura' ncar the border with El
Salvador. Also along on the tour but
in a different helicopter was Diana
Negroponte, wife of U.S. Ambassador John Ncgrnponte. embassy officials said.

In Tegucigalpa. a F.S. military
oflkial said there is no indication
that the helicopter strayed into El
Salvador. "hut the exact location
will have to wait until the investigation."
The rebel anti-aircraft batteries
arc outfitted with .50-~alibcr
machine guns, many of which arc
U .S.-supplied guns captured from
the Salvadoran army.

.Inhn~ton

said he did nnt know if
they were flying nvcr El Salvador or
Honduras at the time of the
shootin!!.
"We bdicvc we were in Hondunls. If we had stmved into El Snlvador, it was only a· very short distance." Johnston said in Tegucigalpa. He and Chiles were in Panama
for talks with U.S. officials
Thursday.

New Company Plans Move to City
When fully develnped, the manufacturing complex will contain about 600,000 square feet of space at
an estimated cost of .$300 million,
Kern said.
Monolithic was founded in 1969.
The company designs, manufactures and markets integrated circuits
and has 3,200 employees worldwide.

ALBUQUERQUE- A Monolithic Memories Inc. offica! said
Thursday his company will ultimately invest $300 million in a
semiconductor wafer fabrication
plant in this city that may employ
some 2,000 people by 1990.
The announcement was made by
George Kern, vice president of opemtions for MMI. Kem will be responsible for the company's Albuquerque facility, which is expected
to begin production in December
1985.
Kern said the first phase of the
project will involve a $100 million
investment in plant and equipment.
The plant, which will house two
large-diameter wafer fabrication
mndules, will be the company's first
in the United States outside of California.
The initial, 150,000-square-fnot
plant will be built on a 60-acrc site
nn the city's West Mesa, north of the
University of Albuquerque, officials
said.
The facility is expected to provide
jobs for 700 people after .its completion late next year, but Kem said
total employment could exceed
2,000 by the l'"ti of th" de\·~ de.

ALBUQUERQUE (UP!) - The
nation's only Hispanic Republican
congressman said Thursday he has
urged President Reagan to consider
reconciliation with Cuban leader
Fidel Castro.
Rep. Manuel Lujan, R-N.M.,
said he mentioned the prospect of
reconciliation to the president after
Lujan and 17 other congressmen re-

Espionage Charges Filed
the country on the grounds publication before the trial could prejudice the case.
But, a West German prosecutor said Mira, a 24-year old naturalized American bom in Spain,
had sold information to the East
German State Security Service,
Two of his alleged West Ger- the secret police.
man accomplices have already
Prosecutor Hans-Joac.him
been convicted at a trial that im- Ulrich said Mira's alleged
plicated the American airman, a accomplices were convicted of
West German prosecutor said.
espionage by a Coblenz court on
Capt. Ralph McNally, spokes- Feb. 15 and sentenced to terms of
man for the air force's 601 st Tac- three years and nine months and
tical Control Wing at Sembach three years and six months.
Mira was arrested April I ,
Air Base, said Sgt. Francisco de
Asis Mira will face a general 1983 by agents of the air force's
court-martial on June 18 on Office of Special Investigations
charges he sold the secrets to a as the result of information supplie~ by West German security
foreign country.
McNally refused to disclose agents.
BONN, West Germany - A
U.S. Air Force cnmputer specialist has been charged with espionage for allegedly selling secret
information on American codes
and radar to East Germany. authorities said Thursday.

By Eric Keszler

fornia, while the two candidates
were at a "virtual standoff" in
Southem California.
Mondalc took a page out of the
Hart campaign book while stumping
for the 154 delegates on the line in
Ohio's May 8 primary.
"We must choose a leader who
has his eyes on the next century,"
Mondalc said. "The year 2000 is no
longer a science fiction writer's
shorthand for the far distant future.
"Change is inevitable. The question for all of us is, 'Will that change
be for the better or for the worse?'
We have everything we need for the
future except a leader who can take
us there."
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As a re~ult of his 15 .000-milc
fact- finding tour through New Mexico, U.S. Senate hopeful Nick
Franklin said some of the major
problems facing New Mexicans are
unemployment, water scarcity, depressed mining and farming and the
elderly's economic problems.
Franklin, running for the Democratic Party nomination, said he visited 56 communities in 29 counties
to "find out what issues people are
really conccmed with."
Conccming federal issues, he said
we must "bring defense spending
down to a ratinnal level, increase
taxes on a high income scale, eliminate waste and inefficiency in

Franklin said his campaign has
had a name identification problem
but has "disseminated a lot of information. By the time of the primaries, people will have all the tools
to make up their minds."
Franklin plans to retrace his
statewide tour before the primaries
in June. "I'd like to meet as many
New Mexicans as I can," he said.
He will visit Artesia, Roswell,
Clayton, Taos and Espanola next
week.

Democrats Band To Back Domenici
By Eric Keszler
U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici
announced Thursday morning the
formation of a committee called
"Democrats for Domcnici."
The Republican senator said he
has a "broad-based constituency"
inc! uding "democrats in every
county."
As part of his 1984 re-election
campaign, Domcnici announced last
weekend his support of bipartisan
groups around the state. Domcnici is
attempting to achieve a third term as
New Mexico's senior U.S. senator.
The two co-chairmen of Domenici's committee are Bruce Streett, a
theater arts professor at New Mexico
State University, and Rosemary
Sanchez.
Streett said he supports Domenici
because he "transcends party politics and represents a national asset.''
"Because we are Democrats and
he is a Republican is irrelevant,'' he
said. The senator "has a well-earned
and well-deserved reputation," he
said. "He represents an asset it
would be ·a tragedy to lose.''
Streett said a large number of
democrats should be inclined to support Domenici.

He said the committee will deal
exclusively with the Senate race.
Sanchez said "as a life-long
democrat,'· supporting Domcnici
"was not an easy decision."
Domcnici 's coalition "must
transcend party limitations," she
said.

record," he said. "It's exploring.
That's what we're looking for. I
guess, maybe, the thing that I meant
was weaning Cuba. away !'rom the
Soviets.''
The United States broke off diplomatic and consular relations with
Cuba on Jan. 3, \961, after disputes
over $1 billion worth of nationalization of U.S. banks and companies
and the U.S. military presence at
Guuntanamo Naval Base on the island's southern tip.
Castro took over as the leader of
Cuba a few weeks after forn1er dictator, Fulgencio Batista, 11ed in January 1959.
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Snafu
An Aprilll New Mexico Daily
Lobo article quoted Ken Freberg,
who had died two weeks earlier.
The article had been recently received by the Daily Lobo from
the University of New Mexico's
Public Affairs Office.
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April, you can have the Daily Lobo
mailed anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer session. Send it to your relatives - it's easier
than writing about what's happening at
UNM. Or send it to yourself. That's con·
venience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.
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away the farm. I'm saying, 'Hey.
let's discuss this whole thing -how can you (Castro) get into the
family of the Westcm hemisphere
and abandon your marriage to the
Russians'/"'
Lujan said he had sensed a less
strident, more conciliatory toncfrom the 57-year-old Cuban president recently, adding, "If Castro is
signaling. we need to pursue the
situation."
The congressman said he plans to
follow up on his reconciliation suggestion.
"l might write a letter or something --just to put it more on the

10 a.m. to 6 p.m. thru Sat.
3809 Central NE • 266-2876

c:f(E.j.UIIlE. Cf!Jj1 in~ _J)E. 'ZIJ'LCE.

Buy any
Size Original
Round Pizza at
regular price

that (reconciliation is) something
that had to be done . , . the point
being that somehow or another, all
the things that we do in Central
America arc not going to produce
anything, really, unless the Soviet
influence through Cuba and through
Nicaragua is eliminated ... and
that, somehow or another, we might
be able to wean Cuba away from the
Soviet influence," he said.
"Otherwise, it's not going to be
anything but trouble forever and
ever." the eight-term congressman.
one of the president's staunchest
supporters. said.
''I'm not saying to go in and give

government and frce7c government
spending at this year's level for next
year.''
He said he would like to sec
money redirected toward conventional defense systems.

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER

One low price!

AT
-INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SERVICES• MONDAY, APRIL 23, 11:00 AM
• LOCATION: SOUTHWEST CORNER
OF WOODWARD HALL
(Across From Bookstore)
• DOOR PRIZES! SPECIAL PRICES
ON SELECTED ITEMS!
• KODAK PROCESSING
AND PRODUCTSAUDIONISUAL TAPES·
PROJECTION BULBS AND OTHER
AUDIO VISUAL SUPPLIES
• OPEN M-F 8:30-12:00 & 1:00-4:30

turned last month from El Salvador,
where they had been observing the
national election.
Lujan s:Jid the president "didn't
say yes or no" to the prospect.
"It was not in the sense of a discussion (with Reagan) ... it was
reporting in what we saw in Central
America, as an observer.
"It was simply an observation

Franklin's Tour of State
Brings Problems to Light

Mondale Borrows From Hart's Campaign Book
Visions of a pre-convention lock Missouri caucuses were slow in
on the Democratic presidential coming in, but by midday Thursday
nomination danced in Walter Man- they showed Mondale had captured
dale's head Thursday, as Missouri 25 of 28 delegates. In all, the state
Democrats pushed the fnrmer vice had 75 delegates on the line in the
president past the 1, I00 count in de- caucuses.
The United Press International
legate votes.
Mondalc got the news of another delegate count showed Mandate
big win as he arrived in Ohio late with 1,113 of the 1,967 needed for
Wednesday and said, "I believe I the nomination. Sen. Gary Hart of
now have a chance of getting the Colorado had one delegate in Misvotes I need by the time the conven- souri and 590 total and Jesse Jackson
had 1.61 total.
tion convenes."
Hart had something to cheer him
But remembering the high hopes
for an early sweep that were dashed in the results of the latest California
in New England, he cautioned. "I Poll. which showed he led Mondalc
statewide, 42 percent to 37 percent.
don't have it for sure··
The results of the complicated Hart was strongest in Northern Cali-

Lujan Hopes Reagan Will Reconcile with Castro
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Ruins Reveal Flavor of Southwest's Past

----Humor---Crustacean Caps A Must
For Festive Party Mood
Throwing a party is a wonderful way to get your friends and loved
ones together for a very special night of caring and loving and destroying property and passing out.
As host, of course, you are responsiblefor making sure your guests
don't drive home drunk. Onewaytodo this is to simply refuse to serve
illcohol.
I mean, you're not high school
kids anymore, are you? Why not
serve cranberry juice? Because it
would be boring as hell, that's
why not. So what you have to do
if> make sure your guests can't
drive home. Once the party gets
going, sneak out and remove
several vital engine parts from
each guest's car and put them all
in a large bag. Around 4:30a.m.,
as your guests are staggering to- \..
ward their cars, announce that
...____________
they're going to play "Auto Parts
Grab Bag."
Another way to guarantee your party is a raving success is to serve
many things for your guests to eat and drink and spill and smear on
the furniture. Here are some time-tested food and beverage ideas:
Shellfish

Life

and
Related
Subjects

Get a large batch of clams or mussels or oysters or crabs or turtles- any life form with a hard outside and a soft, disgusting inside.
Boil them for several days, until you are absolutely sure they're dead,
then remove the insides and throw them away. Then place the shells
around your living room for your guests to use as party hats. If you
can't find any shellfish, you should buy some party hats: These are an
excellent way to get your guests to feel festive and stupid-looking.
Champagne

by Berke Breathed
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----Letters---Farrakhan, Jackson Deserve Scrutiny
Editor:

But the Hitler analogy was an anti-Semitic remark. Most Jews find ;my mention of Hitler distasteful; to imply in any way he was a "great
man" is not only a slap in the face but disrespectful to the dead as well ..
I agree with Farrakhan that the media often
hypes the sensational at the expense of more
newsworthy material. But a presidential candidate who refers to Jews as "hymies" and a campaign spokesperson who defends him by referring to Hitler clearly deserve close scrutiny frorn
all Americans, not just Jewish ones.
Eliott Kahn

Despite assurances that last Saturday's rally
was a call for unity, I am still deeply disturbed by
Minister Louis Farrakhan's remarks as well as his
role in the Jackson campaign.
By accepting certain campaign contributions,
Your guests will expect you to serve champagne. Usually five or six Jesse Jackson has demonstrated he is not courtbottles per guest is plenty. Here are some champagne facts you ing pro-Israeli constituents. One may infer from
should know before you decide which brand to buy:
Farrakhan's Black Muslim religious ties, he is also
Years ago, the name "champagne" was given only to very expen- no ardent Zionist. Fine. Their platform is their
sive wines produced in Champagne, France. It IIYas cons~med only by business.
the social elite- the kind of people Fred Asta1re and Gmger Rogers
always pretended to be in their movies. Fred and Ginger would get up
in the morning, put on their tuxedos or ball gowns, depending on
whether they were Fred or Ginger, have a few glasses of champagne
and go dance on some restaurant tables. They had a greattime during
the Depression.
because I don't work. 1also don't ter"l education, but it seems you
But unfortunately for the social elite, the Depression ended and Editor:
receive
refunds on the tax I pay (lawmakers and supporters)
America became prosperous. Suddenly, common people, people
want to choke us for that. If you
I want to make a comment ab- whenever I buy something.
who didn't even own ascots, were demanding champagne, and there
are not trying to drive us away,
We
(non-U.S.
citizens)
come
out
the
school
fees
hikes
that
wasn't enough to go around. So the American wine industry, realizing
then
give us a break.
here
to
get
an
American
("bethave
been
taking
place
in
UNM
that most people are spectacularly ignorant about wine, started sell·
Nimitariye Abill
ing afl effervescent white wines as "champagne" at jacked-up prices, for the two years I have been
here.
The
tuition
fees
(plus
housno matter where the wine came from or how awful it was. Fred and
Ginger wouldn't wash th~Jir dancing pumps 1n the crap that passes for ing, books, etc.) have been in·
creasing like crazy. To maintain a
champagne today.
liquor
good quality education, a school
Editor:
needs money, but I feel that non·
You can buy all the liquor you'll need to fill your guests' drink orde~s
residents (especially non-U.S.
for $134,000. People have very expensive liquor tast:s at parties m
Your April11 article on the Special Educators' Recruiting Event was
citizens) are being ripped off.
other people's homes. In their own homes, they drmk 01~ Stump
Why should non·U.S. citizens shocking and painful for those of us who worked with Ken Freberg. In
Shovel Whisky und Varnish Remover. At your home, they II order pay non-resident tuition fees for that article, you consistently quoted Mr. Freberg despite the fact that
Johnny Walker Black Label scotch, which costs even more than John· the summer sessions? Our fami- he had died two weeks before. Do you not pay attention to the news
ny Walker Red Label scotch, which already costs more than the lies back horne are having that affects your campus?
average motorboat.
.
.
•
As his colleagues, we were originally disappointed that you didn't
So what you do is keep the guests in one room and m1x the dnnks m enough trouble coming up with print anything about Ken's death in the Lobo. There are many people
U.S. $9,100 annually for our tuisome other room Get one large bottle of cheap whiskey and one
tion and upkeep (without this in· on campus who would have liked to have known. Then, you printed
large bottle of cheap gin. When people order dark drinks~ bourbon,
crease), as we are not allowed to the Special Educator's article. The saddest part for us is that Ken cared
scotch, rum, brandy and so on- pour them some wh1skey. When work
here. I know the school gets very deeply about the students he served. This is what he got in
they order light dr~nks- marti~is, daiquiris~ Brandy Alexandersreturn!
Kelli Livermore
pour them some gm. They won t know the difference. All they know most of 1ts money from taxCareer Planning and Placement
payers. I don't pay income tax
is Old Stump Shovel.

Non-Resident Student Feels Ripped Off by Fees

Lobo Fails To Recognize Death
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Pioneer anthropologist Adolph
Bandelier first systematically recorded a number of New Mexico's
prehistoric ruins in the early 1880s.
In the following half-century,
archeologists were obsessed with
the large Anasazi ruins in northwestem New Mexico.
There they excavated and compiled data to identify major stages in
Southwestern prehistory. In 1927,
results were codified into a chronology which came to be called the
"Pecos Classification" and is still
used today.
At that time, the Anasazi world
was considered to be the major
source of Southwestern development. Peripheral regions were typically treated as "rural" or "rustic"
versions of Anasazi society.

of the Anasazi, which are round.
ln the Pecos region, agriculture only a few centuries at the end of the are few dated ruins.
"Mogollon" ruins were named and settled village life appear to first. millennium A.D. Research
© 1984. David E. Stuart, Ph.D .•
after the Mogollon mountains in have been prominent features for there is still in its infancy, and there
Albuquerque, N.M.
which most of the early finds were
made. The Mogollons extend westward into Arizona and were originally named after Don Juan Ignacio
Flores Mogollon, provincial governor of New Mexico from 1712 to
1715.
The Mogollon chronology, like
the Anasazi one, is divided into half
a dozen periods. Pottery appeared a
bit earlier among the Mogollon than
among the Anasazi, but the Anasazi
developed the "pueblo" style of
architecture first.
Mogollon populations extended,
roughly, from Socorro south into
northern Mexico. The heartland was
in the area of the Gila Wildemess
and extended westward into Arizona.
The eastern periphery of the
"pure" Mogollon district is west of
the Rio Grande. But scholars argue
endlessly about the exact location of
the boundaries.
In the Mogollon area, attention
has been largely devoted to the socalled Mimbres people - named
after the Mimbres River, which runs
south
from the Gila Wilderness to
•
•
vanish in the desert near Deming.
Mimbres means "willow trees"
in Spanish.
Presently, archeologists apply the
But the Anasazi sequence didn't
really match what the few field term only to sites containing the disarcheologists working south of tinctive Mimbres Black-on-white
Route 60 had begun to observe. So, pottery and puddled adobe-cobble
in the 1930s, several younger architecture - not to the pithouse
archeologists intensified research in villages.
Mimbres villages represent the
southern New Mexico and eastern
Classic period ofMogollon developArizona.
One of the most daring, Emil ment from about A.D. lOOOto 1150. The UNM Marimba Band rehearses a concert on a sunny Wednesday morning near tire west
Haury, published "The Mogollon They are contemporaneous with end of the SUB.
Culture of Southwestern New Mex· Classic Chaco Canyon pueblos 300
ico" in 1936, which described a dis- miles to the north, but arc not so
tinct archeological region and re- large, so numerous or so refined,
solved problems with the Pecos architecturally.
The famous Mimbres Black-onsequence.
In southern New Mexico. Haury white pottery, however, is elegant
and others found archeological sites by any standard. The Mogollon
characterized by pithouses and later heartland was abandoned by roughly
on (after A.D. 1000), by cobble and A.D. 1450.
To the east, the "Jornadaadobe "pueblos." Everyday ceraMogollon
Culture Area" was first
mics were brownwarcs rather than
the graywares so characteristic of defined by Donald Lehmer in 1948.
northern New Mexico's Anasazi It has been expanded eastward since
then. Now it encompasses most of
country.
Mogollon-decorated ceramics southern New Mexico, save the
were reds or red-on-browns until ab· westernmost portion.
Here, lifestyle was basically
out A.D. 900. Thereafter, Anasazi
color schemes penetrated the south- "Mogollon," but the pace of deem highlands. The Mogollon brown velopment was retarded. Sites are
pottery is produced in an oxygen- smaller, fewer in number, and prior
rich atmosphere, while the grays of to A.D. 800. villages are quite
the Anasazi are oxygen-starved, in- scarce.
The farmsteads and other Mogol·
dicating tWo different manufacturIon characteristics diminish as one
ing techniques.
Different types. of pottery cl~y moves east, towards the Pecos river.
also contributed to regional charac· Somewhere in that area, Mogollon
terlstics. Mogollon religious cham- and Plains archeological features
bers are usually square, unlike those blend.
Lotus1"with mud1 feature nn\1'
availahlc fur the HP-150 Tourh·
screen Personal Computer.
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Skills Center
Spring 1984
Closed Week
Schedule
PREPARING FOR FINAL EXAMS WORKSHOPS will be held on
. Monday, April23 from 2- 3; on Tuesday, April24 from 5-6; and on
j Thursday April 26 from 9- 10 a.m.

I
The Skills Center wiU be open on Saturday, April 28 from
10 am - 2 pm. The following workshops will be conducted that day:
l.,INAL REVIEWS
Math 100
Math 120
Math 121
Math 150
Math 162
Math 180

TIMES
10- 11:30
12- 1:30
10- 11:30
12- 1:30
10- 11:30
12- 1:30

Social Science 100

12- 2

WRITING LAB
English 100, 101, 102

DROP-IN
10- 1:30

During closed week, appointments will not be made
for students in English and math courses.
These students will be served on a drop-in basis.
DROP-IN LABS
Algebra
(~1ath 100, 120, 121)

TIMES
Monday - Thursday 9 - 7
Friday 9- 3

Trig/Calculus
(Math 150, 162-3, 180-1)

Monday - Thursday 9 - 7
Friday 9- 3

Writing Lab
(English 100, 101, 102)

Monday 9- 6
Tuesday 9- 7
Wednesday 9 - 7
Thursday 9 - 7
Friday 9- 3

continued from page 1
information. The~ompanics tell stu·
dents they must decide to accept em·
ploymcnt within 24 hours because
they will be leaving the next day, she
said.
"They pull you out of your home
environment, you 'rc housed in a
cheap motel with three or four other
students, and you recci ve around $6
a day instead of an hour," she said.
Castillo said if a student wants to
return home it's almost impossible
because "they're stranded in
another part of the country without
money."
Scams have also originated
around airline and cruiseship advertisements that offer correspondence
courses costing up to $3,000 that
provide hiring information. The airlines do their own hiring and training, and the information offered is
useless, she said.
Advertisements can lead to problems unless the consumer reads between the lines. Many consumers
are the victims of the ''bait and
switch 'technique,'' said Kathryn
Myers, Better Business Bureau
Consumer Relations director.
The consumer is "baited" by a
product advertised, but then it is un-

available and a salesman attempts to
"switch" the consumer into buying
a higher-priced item, Myers said.
She said this technique is illegal
and very difficult to prove.
Automotive repairs can also cause
problems for consumers, she said.
"Customers should go in with a
clear idea of what the problem is and
avoid saying, 'Well, just fix it' or
'Find the problem,' because it gives
the repairman authority to fix it. The
repair bills can run over $1,000
when that happens," Myers said.
She said it is consumers' responsiblity to get the facts and estimated
cost before work is done.
She said retail customers should
always inquire about a company's
return policy before making a purchase.
''It's legal for the store not to be
responsible for a defective product
unless they knowingly sold it defective," Myers said. However, she
said it is difficult to prove.
If you have any questions regarding misleading advertisements or
fraudulent companies, contact the
Better Business Bureau at 884·0500
or the attorney general's Consumer
Protection Division at 1-800-4322070.

Cameras Eye Smugglers
EL PASO, Texas (UPI)Agents of the U.S. Border Patrol- monitoring J I television
cameras aimed at Mexico - will
begin a drive next week to catch
professional alien smugglers, officials said Thursday.
Larry Richardson, chief Border
Patrol agent for the El Paso sector,
said the cameras are in place on high
poles along a nine-mile stretch of the
border between El Paso, Texas, and
Juarez, Mexico.
The cameras will help the border
patrol catch the real smugglers,
Richardson said, referring to the
professionals who charge exorbitant
fees to transport Mexican and Central American aliens into the interior
of the United States.
Richardson said his men waste a
lot of time running around the border
because they can not see who is
trying to cross. The television system, built at a cost of $500,000, is
viewed as a saving of time and
money. The cameras will be monitored in an office at one of the international bridges, he said.
"We've been wasting a lot of
time and resources in a Keystone
Cops chase situation and only getting maid~ and kids and glue sniffers." Richardson said. "We can't
~~c who 1s really cro~~ing intn the
United States."
The cameras will begin sending

pictures back to the monitoring
room where an agent will try to determine where the large-scale smugglers and aliens are trying to cross
into the United States, he said,
El Paso will be the first Border
Patrol sector to be testing low light
level television, Richardson said.
''Our primary interest is
apprehending those aliens whose
destination is the interior of the United States and the people who are
paid good old U.S. dollars to take
them there - the smugglers," he
said.
By this type of monitoring, Border Patrol officials can send its
agents to the areas used by smugglers and those aliens bound for the
interior of the United States,
Richardson said.
"This is not a '1984, Big Brother
is watching' situation. There will be
no invasion of privacy because of
the installation of the monitors,"
Richardson said. "It will be the
same as if we put an officer in the
same position."
"We don't know how much
money will be saved by the installation of the monitoring system," he
said. "But if it works, it will be well
worth the half-million dollars."
Richardson said the cameras will
be Situated in other areas ofthe border if the experiment proves successful in El Paso.

Students in Natural Science and Social Science 100
will be able to make appointments for tutoring.
Study groups for final reviews for the above courses will also be
available for students during closed week. The schedule for those
study groups will be published in the Daily Lobo on April27, Friday.

2300 Central, SE
Central and Harvard
(Across from UNM)

Phone 268-4504

..

Humane Society Rescues
Dye-Dunked Baby Chicks
EL PASO, Texas (UPI)Humane Society and animal regulation officers were taking care of
dozens of baby chicks Thursday,
following the crackdown on a feed
store owner who was dyeing them
green, blue and pink for Easter.
City officials charged the store
owner with illegi!lly selling the
chicks, which were intended as gifts
for children,
"It's not considered humane,"
said Dr. Lea Hutchinson, deputy
director of the El Paso City-County
Health Unit. ·"You're taking little
chicks that are about a day old and
dunking them in dye. The majority
of them end up dead.''
Nearly 50 of the chicks are being
cared for at the city's animal control
center.
The chickens, taken from the feed
store by city officials, were not
legally old enough to be sold and had
been dyed pastel colors, also a violation of city codes, officials said.
The store owner, who was also
cited for not have a permit to sell the
chicks, said he was not aware he was
breaking the law and does not believe the coloring is harmful.
''I've even raised them myself,"
said Joe Carrasco. "They lose their
coloring within a month or so. It
doesn't hurt them."
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Now Open
SARGE'S
Para-Military Shop
Across from UNM on Central

Nexllo
Jack In the Sox

Carrasco said he did not know
how they were dyed. He said he has
bought them for the past seveml
years from hatcheries outside the
city- There arc no state or federal
regulations that make selling or
dyeing the chick illegal, officials
said.
Hutchin~on said parents should
not give their children live chicks.
"They're little baby animals, and
you don't give them to kids." he
said. "Kids don't know how to take
care of them. If they (parents) want
their kids to have a duck or a chick,
they ought to buy them a stuffed or
rubber one."
City officials said they were tipped off to the chicks by a caller to the
Humane Society.
lsmael Delgado, an animal regulations supervisor and a Humane
Society cruelty investigator, said
someone complained the cages were
overcrowded and some of the chicks
were dead or did not have water.
One El Paso law makes it illegal to
sell, barter or give away most fowl
under the age of three weeks and
many other animals under the age of
two months. Another municipal law
says it is illegal to color, dye, stain or
otherwise change the nature of any
fowl or rabbit.

1820 Central SE
Open 11·5 Tues-Sn1

THE UN IVERS; IY llf NEW M<Xtf.(j

I BOB lAS LOMAS Nt
ALBUQUt:RtJL:l Nll'\! \<IEX<l''.ll:! ·' 1 ~
TELEPHONE 505 ~?7 2946

THE WORLD IS CLOSING IN ON YOU,
WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.

1981, INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL

SaturdaiJ., April 21st
Food, Arts, Crafts, Entertainment, Singing, Dancing, PoetriJ
Booths from participating countries:
French
Japanese
Filipino
Brasilian
Korean
Scandinaf/ian
Indian
Ecuadorean
Chinese
Turkish
Anl}lo·Norman
COME AND JOIN US!!!!!!!

Session's Pros, Cons Examined
By Steve Shoup
"The good news is that there was
only one casualty. The bad news is,
it was you," said state Sen. Tom
Rutherford.
The senator's assessment of the
recent sessions of the state Legislature was made during an informal
address Thursday to the Fiiculty
Representation Association at the
University of New Mexico.
The good news Rutherford referred to was the restoration by the
Legislature of I 00 percent of formula funding and the capital outlays for
state universities. The bad news was
the compensation package for university employees.
Rutherford, the Democratic Senate minority whip, said. "We did
great in everything but salaries."

He urged faculty to take an active
role in the upcoming elections, especially in the June 5 primary. Members of the 23-member conservative
Senate coalition that blocked a number of Gov. Toney Anaya's education programs won't change their
minds, so they should be voted out
of office, Rutherford said.
Educators from public schools
and universities should work
together to select and work for
candidates for the state Legislature,
he said. "Courageous people" who
will do some things "dramatically
different" should be elected to the
Legislature, he added.
The spending program passed by
the Legislature drains state reserve
funds, Rutherford said, and a $200
to $250 million tax increase will be
required next year to keep state government afloat.
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System Rouses Debate
By Ramona Nyc
As the deadline nears for the University of New Mexico's hospital to
convert to the government's new
system of payment reimbursement,
debate is arising about how this new
system will affect the quality of
health care.
A colloquium to examine the pros
and cons of this new payment system and its effect on medical econo·
mics in the '80s was presented by
Alpha Omega Alpha last week.
"About 30 percent of health-care
costs are paid through the government,'' said John Rask, Alpha Omega Alpha president.
In an attempt to curb the rising
amount of money it is paying out for
Medicaid illld Medicare, Congress
last spring passed an austerity measure known as DRGs, or •'diagnosis
related groups."
Medicaid pays medical expenses
for the poor, and Medicare pays
medical expenses for the elderly.
Under the DRG system, physicians are no longer paid by the gov·
ernment for a patient's number of
visits, number of tests perfonned or
his length of stay in a hospital.
Starting July I , the University of
New Mexico Hospital-Bernalillo
County Medical Center will gel
reimbursed for Medicare and Medi·
caid patients only on each patient's
diagnosis.
This means hospitals will receive
a certain amount from the govern·
ment for treating patients sustaining
a certain ailment, such as a heart
attack or a bone fracture.

The government bas a chart listing all the medical diagnoses and
what it figures it costs to treat them,
Rask said.
"DRGs represent opportunities
and threats. They are a signal of the
federal government's attempts to
control health-care costs," said Dr.
Derick Pasternak of Lovelace
Medical Center.
Pasternak said the government is
telling the health-care profession,
"We're not going to stand for any
more health-care cost escalations.''
Rask said insurance compi!nies
arc also considering adopting the
DRG method of paying medical
bills.
Pasternak said the DRG system
"will present opportunities for patients - good care for less cost. Patients can have a chance to stay out
of hospitals. Hospitals are dangerous places - especially for people
who don't need to be there."
However, Richard Heim of St.
Joseph Hospital said DRGs may
force public and community hospitals to "dump" patients who can't
meet DRG requirements.
Dr. Steven Schroeder of the University of California at San Francisco said DRGs may cause hospitals
not to invest in expanding their intensive care units, and there will be
an increasing concentration on
which health·care services are
"winners" or "losers."
Pasternak said that if the DRG
system fails to cut medical costs, the
government might set physician fees
and possibly 'revert to a national
health-care system.
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News' Latest Album, Tour Bringing Them Success

Modern British Groups Share Monotonous Sound

By Lydia Piper

In a time of overnight successes in
the music industry, it's refreshing to
be able to look at a group that has
gaine(! fume gradually and retrace its
climb to the top. In such cases, the
band usually has mm·e personality
and substance and is more deserving
of its position on the charts.
Huey Lewis and the News is such
a ban(!. Starting its climb in 1980
with the release of f/uey Lewis and
til<' News, the band brought with it a
history dating back to 1972, when
Lewi~ and keyboardist Scan Hopper
were members of a Bay area band
called Clover.
\n the mid- '70s. Lewis and Hopper combined forces with ~axophm.l1'1 Johnny Colla. biiSSISt Mano
Cipnllina, drummer Bill Gibson
!rom another Bay area group called
Soundhole, and guitarist Chris
lhlycs. Colla worked with Sly Stone
for three years prior to that.
Since then, the News has released
Picwre Tllis. which inched the band
closer to the top with such songs as
··Working For a Living" and "Do
You Believe In Lnvc," and Sports.
which brought it home with "The
Heart of Rock 'n' Roll," "I Want A·

New Drug" and "Heart and Soul."
So what happened between the
first and third albums?
"We just got better at making re-•
cords," said Johnny Colla in a recent phone interview. "The first
album didn't work too well. and we
consciously went for a commercial
sound on the second one.
"But we got what we wanted out
of the third record," he continued.
"We did what we wanted without
selling out."
Colla said the band's sound comes from his and Lewis' fondness for
rhythm and blues. Both contribute a
lot to the 5ongwriting. but he said
everyone in the band has a say.
"We argue," he said, "but it's
usually whoever screams the loudest
gets his way."
But the band's main goal is t(,
have fun, Colla said, and this is evident in the videos the group has produced. Unlike many groups that rely
on MTV exposure for popularity,
the News is a radio band first.
'• A lot of groups will do well on
MTV and in concert but they won't
do well with records," said Colla.
"That's because they're more
visual. We're more interested in the
music.

HAPPY 50

By Lydia Piper
u Script (Jjthe Bridge: Chameleons UK (MCA Records) -It's
amazing how many modern British
singers sound like early David
Bowie. What's more amazing is
why anyone would want to copy that
dull monotone droning and not substantiate it with energetic music.

Huey Lewis and the News
"But videos are the thing today," hit album. But Colla said the group
he said, "and you have to make has never felt "under the gun" in
making an album.
them."
"We already have songs for the
Colla agreed that videos often
take away listeners' ability to inter- next album," he explained. "Some
bands will put all the songs they've
pret a song however they please.
"lt's sad, because they don't ever written on the first album, so
leave anything to the imagination," when it comes to making the second,
he said. "We try to leave our videos they're left with nothing. We always
stayed ahead of the game.
more open to interpretation.
"And besides, you can't have a
With the success of Sports, it
great
album every time," he said.
would seem the hand would be
..
i'here
are a lot of hills and valleys
umtcr pressure to produce another

in this busines~.. Right now, we're
on a hill. I'm sure we'll hit a valley
again."
The News was touring as the
opening act for .38 Special last year.
Two weeks ago, the group began
headlining its own shows in the
Northwest. On many dates, such as
the show April 30 at the Civic Auditorium in Albuquerque, the group
will be returning for a second time.
Tickets are $10.25 at Giant outlets .

YEARSr
GID!
FIRST THEATRJCAL RELEASE IN OVER 50 YEARS!
NEW 35MM PRINTS - LIVE ORGAN .ACCOMPANIMENT
OOCK SOUP
HABEAS CORPUS
[)()(JBLE WHOOPE.I:.
UBERlY
BIG BUSINESS
YOU'RE DARN TOOTIN

SplnoJ Tap - Los Alios: 7:30,9:30.
Spluh- Far North: l:to. 3:20, ~:JO, 7!40,

NEW 35MM PRINTS'
L1ve Organ

Accompaniment!

PRE'i~.NTED BY JOHN OOINN

IN COOPERA nON WITH

HAL. ROACH ST!JOIO~

Conl•lll'• (9800·4
Manlesamery
at
Eubank) - SB5sy Jones.
BlaVollty(8904Menaul N.E.)- Shakers.
Ro_&li'l'l (Monlsontcry Plaza) - !i 0$(upstairs).
Canun Eut (7605 Central N.E.)- Alias
(during happy hour); Tom Myers and Mick
Ya~er.

9:50. Coronado~ 1, 3:10, S:IO, 7:40,9:~S.
Strantt lrWildtrJ- M Plaza~ Fr1day and
Saturday at midnight.
Swln1 Sh/ft - M Plaza: I :30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30,
9:30. Wyoming: 12:45, 2:40, 5,1:20,9:45.
Tmm of End,.rmtnt- M Plaza: 1:30, 3:30,
5:30, 7:30,9:30.
.
Uplht Cm4- Winrack: 1:30,3:30,5:30,7:30,
9:30. Far North: I;30, 3:25, 5:20,7:15, 9:10.
Whtu rht Boys Ar1- Far North: \:45, 3:40.
5:35, 7:30,9:45. Los Altos: 7:30.9:30.
Yojlmbo - Sub Cinema: 7, 9:30 (Saturday).

Chels<o Stretl Pub (618 Coronado Shopping
Cenlet N.E.) - Moon Dog.
Cooponae (7220 Lamas Blvd. N.E.)- Killer

n....

CowboJO (3301 Juan Tabo N.E.) • Clay Mac.
Dubl'o (2900 Coors N.W.)- Linda Cotton
and Street Life.
Friar's North (4410 Wyoming N.E.)- Special
K.
•
Frl1r11 Pnb (682.5 Lomas N.E.) - Incopnlo.
Hunarr B!lr (1200 Wyoming Blvd
N.E.)- 1933,
Pollndno Club (2900 Coors Blvd, N.E.)- Full
Cin:le (during bappy hour); Gabriel and Sliver
Ansels.
Senor Buc•etl (4100 San Mateo Lane
N.E.)- Waller Pigeon.

Sll•uahnu•r•s
(Academy
and
Wyomlns)- Freddie Chavet.
Smaa1ter't Cove (Eubank, south of
Menaut)- Face to face.

Amtrl.::an Wrrttflol/ In London - M Plaza:

friday and Saturd-ay at midnighl.
f'ant411a -Hiland: 5,1:1l, 9:lO.
tootlooii- Wltuock: 1:40, 3:30, S:40, 7:40,
9:40.
.
Friday tht /Jth: The f1nol Chapter -- For
North: 1,3, S, 7, 9. Coronado: 1M, 7:45, 9:4S.
Gtiy.'itoh---- Louisiana: 12, 2:3~. S, 7:30• to.
Hard to Hold.- Cinema East: 5:30, 7:30j 9:30.
Louisiana: 12:1$, l:l5,l:15, 7:15, 8:15.
Jcml., - tobn: 1:30, 9:30. Wyomins: I :20,
3:30, 5:40,1:30, 10.
Mostow on th~ Jlucl.ran- Coronado: 12:4S,
2:55, 5:05, 7:35, 9:4l.
.
.
Mr. Mom- Sub Cinema: 1, 9:30(Fridky).
Pink E1oyd: Tht Wo/1- M I'IIIZll: Friday and
Saturday at midrilght.
Poll~ Atildtmy- Lciliisianat 12:4S, ji S:i5.
7:30,9:45, 12. Cinema East: 5:30,1:l0, 9:30. .
Rtubm, Rtu_btti ~ Do_n Pancho's: 7:30, 9:30
(weekdays); 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 (Salurday and
Sunday).
. .. .
.
1111 Retum o/ lauu/QIId Hlli'dy- Guild: 7:1S,
9:30 (weekdays); 2:45,5,7:15, 9:30.
Romanclnx lht Smnt ..... M Plaza: 1:30, 3:30,
5:30, 7:30,9:30. Coronado: 12:45, J, S: 10, 7:30,
9:45 ..

Odznwl!r En11111d will be presented at _the
Vortex Theater at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday
and 2:30 p.m. Sunday throuah Aprll29. Ticket
information ts available at247·8600.
Co11Mjos d• COII<fos: R.bl>lt Wisdom, a play
for children of all ageJ, will be presented by La
Campania de Teatro at 9:30 and 1J:30 a.m.
today; I and 3 p.m. Saturday,. Sunday. Tickets
arcSJ. Reservations are SUJ&e!ted.
1111 Tmrprst will be presented by the UNM
Theater Ans Department It 8 p.m. ThUrsday,
Friday and Saturday and April 26-28 In Rodey
Theater~ Tickets arc.$3 andS4.
Studtnt Dtuttl will be presented at_ 8 p.in.
Thursday and April27, l8 in the uxu Theater.
Tickets a.rt$2.
Jostph IJI!d tho Ama:;lnf Tt<hnkolor Dtt•mco•t
witl be presented at_ 8 p.m. Thursday in Popejoy
Hall. Tickctsare$20, SIB, Sl4.
Rttlna will be prese01ed by the Albuquerque
Opera Theater al 2:15 and8:15 p.m. May 4, 5, 6
at the KIMo Theater. Tickets are$1!1, 512, StO
andS7.
Olm'-' of rhtlltiJII will be presented by the
Albuqlict(lUC! tittle Theater at 8 p.m._ Tuesday
throu@h friday; 6 and 9 p.m. Saturday and 2
p.m. Sunday May 11·21. Tickct..,teS6.
lltcket lVIII be presented by the Classic Theater
Company May ll, 12 and 13 at the KiMo
Theater. TicketS are$~.

ASA
Gallery
(Student
Union
Buildinl) - 11 CSW '84 Show'' on display
thrau(!h May4.
Tta<hlna Go1lery (New Art Building) - "In
Search nf An· Honest Pholoaraph' 1 wor~s by
national cortleinporarY photographers on di!play
throushMaYII.

Union Galltl')l (SUB lower level)- Student
print makina competition on display throua!J
April27.
Unlvrnlty of N•" Me•lco Art Mut<um (Fine
Arts center) Photographs from the per·
mancnt collection on display in the North
Gallel')l through May 13; MAIMFA Exhibition
on display in the Upper and Lower Galleries
lhrouahMayJ3.
Mnwtll Muoeam of AnlhrapollliJI (Universty or
New Mutco Campus)- "The Chaco
Phenomenon" on display 1hrough May
27•"Turning Leaves: Photographs from.
Ja~anese·Americi.n Families in Gallup New
Meltlco'' on display throuah July 1.
Wlldlnt Gallory t903
Rio Grande
N. W.)- "The Arl of Lithography: An
Exhibltlon of Tamarind Prlnu" on display
lhrauah May4,
MarlpoOa Galkl')l (113 RomeraN.W.)- Works
by Mary Rawcllffe Cohan, David Dear and
Stanley and Shirley Oiscr on display throLIJh
Sunday.
Tutlles and cnrta Cooop (3l3 Romero
N.W.)- Weavina by Barbara Ewert·T&Ylol' on
display throuah SaiUrday.

Well, Chameleons UK can join
the ranks of Modern English, ABC'
and every other copy-cat band that
has been signed by the ever-hungry
record companies. You know the
story: A style catches on, and the
companies sign every group with the
same sound, flooding the market
with average bands that normally
would have been passed over.
Script of the Bridge is slightly
more lively than ABC's albums, but
so is a plant moving toward sunlight.
Let's face it - although the elite
group of critics may enjoy this stuff,
in reality, it's just a boring bunch of
bull.
::o>· Some Tough City: Tony
Carey (MCA Records) - Ever
since "I Won't Be Coming Home
Tonight" became an MTV favorite,
people have been waiting to see
what Tony Carey could do as an
encore. Some Tough City is a good
effort, and "A Fine, Fine Day" is
just one of several really good songs
on the album.
Carey uses a Southern California
sound that the Eagles began and has
produced a soft-rock album that's a
refreshing alternative to the current
head-banging heavy metal trend in
rock music.
He utilizes a wide variety of instruments and gets a full-bodied
sound which much of the "modem"
music from England lacks. The vocals are unique as well, making a song
by Carey immediately identifiable.
The movie industry will often
produce a picture which starts out
slow but in the end brings home all
the Oscars. They call ii a sleeper.
Some Tough City may well be rock
music's sleeper of 1984.
Need Some Extra Money?
w•nllo fly to NfiW York City
for a few nights exp~~nle6 p4/d?
•t need

.M!rneontl: 1o helpdtive a U·Haut lrueli; lQ

'•Leavtng
"""''""

!or NYC 5"9. wt!l refum by 5'20 apprGx
•Con!adB Cttrk7601·17LOmii.!INE
A.'b, NM 87110 soon ot eali
botwecn 845pn & cWy (Onlyl
01' taM 2t2·.. 36-9600
• S&r!Gcs and r.a(lablo

~~0
c.ofl~
kinko•s
Fino LIM/Dartl• lloade will be at 1he SUB

Ballroom at 8 p.m. Salurday. Tickets are $3 and
SJ.50atthedoor.
N,... Meidco llrus Qolatet will perform al 8:15
p.m. Tuesday in Keller Hill. Tickeu are .$2 1
SI.50•ndSI.
Walon lrnnlnp/Willte Nrhon will be at the
UNM Arena April 28. Ticket< are SIS.7S and
Sll.75.
UNM Bond• will perform 012 p.m. Apri129 In
Popejoy Ha~L Admission is free:.
The Eorly M••k EnHmbk will t:><rform at 4
p.m. Aprll291n KellerHali.Adm~sion is free.
Huey Lettls tnd the New• will be at the Civic
Auditorium April JO. Tickets ilrc Sl0.2S at Oiant
outlets.
Tht UNM Symphony Ordttoln alld Coftlblotd
Unlvenlty Choruttsand Sotol!lt.' ~ll_petform at
8:15p.m. May I In Popejoy Hall. Tickcsare$3
and SUO.
Judu Prksi/Grtal While will be at Tingley
Coliseum May 2. Tickets are $13.10 at Giani
outlets.
Rohtr Cundkk, oraanist rot the Mormon
TabernaCle, will perlorm at !:IS p.m. May 6 In
Keller Hall. TickeiO are 55 and S3.
Thompoon r .. lns/Rt!IU will be at Popejoy Hall
May7. Tickets are$11.75. and $10.75.
RUib will be at Tingley Call!eum May7. Tickets
ore Sl3.25 at Olant oullets.
S!Hlt Put.. will be at the Paolo Sol<rlln Santa
Fe May 13. Tickets ate SII.3S at Giant outlet!.
Ltow lte<lbooe will be at the Paolo Salerl In
Sanla Pe June 7. Tickets are $11.2! at Giant
outlets.
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TODAY!!!

Stop waiting till tomorrow.
2312 Centrol SE

N0.1 tNTEST
PREPARATION
CLASSES FORMING NOW AT

~.fl.MPIJIN
EOUCA~LCENTEA

Test Pri!jlaraliOn Specialists
Slnce1938
For /nfOIIrlarlon, Please C,,/1·

285·2524
CI8SS8S AtJtrtl1n_.
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MJu

Enroll Now

Ii' N.E.W.S.: Golden Earring
(21/PolyGram Records)- After
changing produ.;:ers and record
labels, Golden Earring has come
back from 10 years of silence in
America to produce two good
albums in a row. The song "Twilight Zone," which received con·
siderable airplay on MTV in 1982,
was accused of being a lucky shot,
butN.E.W.S. proves that it wasn't.
With its intriguing storyline style
of songwriting, N.E.W.S. picks up
where C'111 left off.
And the songs "When the Lady
Smiles" and "Clear Night MoonLight" continue the rythmic rock 'n'
roll of Golden Earring's writing
team, Barry Hay and George Kooymans.
If any. album can be described as
having guts, N .£. W.S. is that

album.
Golden Earring is one of today's
most under-rated bands. receiving a
lot of criticism for being "faceless
progressive rock." But fortunately,
the band has cho~cn to ignore its
critics and is giving America a
Dutch treat in the form of rock 'n'
roll.
u Street Talk: Steve Perry (Columbia Records) - In the past two
years, several members of Journey
have indulged themselves in solo
projects to explore musical styles
which cannot be accommodated
within the group.
Neal Schon produced a studio
album with Jan Hammer and a live
album with Sammy Hagar, both superb; Steve Smith went back to his
roots in jazz and provided us with an
exceptional jazz album called Vital

Information.
Now Steve Perry has revived his
interest in the Motown sound, and
Sam Cooke and has produced a contemporary album worthy of recognition. Srreet Talk has an easy listening flavor with a touch of rock 'n'
roll for seasoning.
Perry is one of America's finest
vocalist, and he continues this tradition in such songs as "Oh Sherrie,"
"1 Believe" and "She's Mine."
The music is a cross between Toto
and The Supremcs without bringing
Journey into the picture.
The album isn't perfect- we
didn't need another song about
John, Jimi and Janice -but it's definitely worth the investment of the
price of a record.
12i' 1984: Van Halen (Warner
Brothers Records)- Van Halcn

has been around for beveral years,
and in that time, it has acquired a
faithful following, shown by strong
record sales and concert draws. But
it was never a super group - until
now.

1984 has caused people who have
never owned a Van Halen album to
rush out to record stores. And it's
understandable, because the record
contains some of the best mu~ic the
group has ever done, including such
son11,s as "Jump" and "I'll Wait."
What Van Halen has done is addu
touch of commercialism to its music
while still sticking with the hard
driving rock 'n' roll the band is
famous for. In other words, Van
Halen has made its music more
appealing to a larger audience without selling out.
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Sports

Sports
Softball Team To Play NMSU
By Steve Johnson
The University of New Mexico
softball team travels to Las Cruces
Suturd~1y for u double-header with
New Mexico State.
The Lobns arc 3-1 in High Country Athletic Conference play and 2113 overall. NMSU is 0-4 in HCAC
play. UNM heat the Roadrunners in
a non-conference double··header
here in February.
Lobo Coach Susan Craig said the
Lobos must avoid being tlat. "We
can't let a game slip away from us,"
she said. "We arc playing the weaker teams in the conference in the next
two weeks, but we have to maintain
our concentration.''
UNM is batting .226 as a team
coming off the Diamond Invitational, where it finished 3-3. Craig said
she would like to sec the team average up around .250 but said a 16inning g"me against Utah State last

Alexandrla K1na

Mechanical engineering student Angelo K/enck pops a
wheelie on the mall on his "cruiser" bike.

-Tonight·AsuNM Speakers Committee
presents

.

Wali Mutazamm1l
on
Friday, April 20, 1984

at 7:00p.m.
in Room 231 A·C
N.M. Union Building
FREE ADMISSION

For more information contact ASUNM·PEC at 2n-sso2
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WIN A DATE WITH A TOP SOAP OPERA STAR.
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For all of the distance Knight has
kept from his players. the specter of
the coach has been much in evidence. During practice, like a lord
looking over his manor, Knight is
perched on a scaffolding tower between the adjacent courts.
"Some~imes you look over." DePaul forward Tyrone Corbin said.
"But you don't want to find yourself
staring at the tower."
"I've heard about Bobby Knight
so long," Gonzaga guard John
Stockton said. "You look up when
you hear him talking; you look in his
eyes. He's a big figure."
Another big figure, in an
altogether different way. has been
Charles Barkley, a 6-6, 284pounder from Auburn who has been
something of a force during workouts.

"Sometimes I listen," Fullerton
Slate guard Leon Wood said. "And
when I hear the rim rattle, I know it's
Charles Barkley."
Knight, who has yet to speak to
Barkley is by no means the only
any player concerning his progress. player
to back up reputation with
said, "They've got to show us what
perforn1ance.
they can do. We'll take it from
"(Steve) Alford (of Indiana) can
there."
Two players did not practice shoot. and !Chris) Mullin (of St.
Thursday morning- Kenny Wal- John's) is really playing well,"
ker of Kentucky (Achilles heel) and Southern Methodist center Jon KonTarpley (back spasms). Wayman cak said. "Wood is one of the fastest
Tisdale, Oklahoma's All-America guys I've seen. Now 1need a roster.
forward, practiced Thursday after There are seven or eight guys who
missing the previous day because of have really impressed me."
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Friday, April 20

Mr. Mom
An unemployed. executive suffers an identity crisis
when he is forced to take on his wife's domestic respon·
sibilities. Starring Terri Garr, Martin Mull and Michael
Keaton.

Saturday, April 21

Questions revealed daily on

STOPWATCH
at 12:30.

(UP{)- New York Islanders
general manager Bill Torrey has
done his job, and as a result, his team
is halfway to its fifth straight Stanley
Cup championship.
The Islanders eliminated
Washington in five games and now
have a chance to recover from their
various injuries while Montreal and
Quebec battle for the right to meet
the champions in the semifinals.
"It doesn't surprise me that our
depth has come through," said Torrey. "It was my job to make sure it
was there, and I did it. I never
thought that (rookies Pat) LaFontaine and (Pat) Flatley wouldn't
help."
The Islanders closed out
Washington without their captain,
Denis Potvin, and three other regulars. They are receiving stellar goaltending from Billy Smith, who right
now looks like apossibility to repeat
as the Conn Smythe Trophy winner.
The Islanders' power play look&
as if it is ready to explode. And their
depth - Anders Kallur and Gord
Lane in particular- has produced.
While LaFontaine has looked
spectacular in spots, Flatley has
played real playoff hockey - doing
the work in the comers. getting key
goals and doing things like screening goaltenders.
Were it not for the brilliance of
Smith, Flatley would be a candidate
for the Conn Smythe. He may be
anyhow.

an Achilles heel problem.
The players, lodged on the Indiana University campus, have undergone drug testing in accordance with
Olympic rules.
For the first time at the trials, the
players have been insured against
injury with a $250.000 permanent
disability policy with Lloyd's of
London. Those ultimately selected
for the team have their policies hiked
to $1 million.
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BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (UPI) The U.S. Olympic basketball trials,
run under the iron hand of Coach
Bobby Knight, have become college
basketball's state of siege.
"They told me it would be
physical," Michigan center Roy
Tarpley said Thursday. "But not as
physical as it is."
"It's exhausting," Villanova forward Ed Pinckney said.
For three days, Knight, the Indiana coach, and his staff have placed
72 of the nation's top college players
through three-a-day workouts.
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their six remaining conference
games and then see what happens
when Utah and Utah State meet later
in the season. The regular season
champions will be seeded No. I in
conference championships, which
wiJI be played May 11-12 in Las
Cruces.
After this weekend· s games,
UNM has double-headers remaining
at Colorado State and Northern Colorado on April 27 and 28, respectively.

Knights' Camp "Physical'

"I never got myself up for twicea-day workouts, let alone three,"
Dayton swingman Roosevelt Chapman said. "But in this world, the
strong survive."
The first test of survival comes
with Saturday's initial cut to some
30 players.
Following double-headers at
Assembly Hall Saturday and Sunday
nights, the squad will be reduced to
14 to 20 players. The squad must be
trimmed to 12 by July 14, two weeks
before the Olympics.
At a news conference Thur~day.
Knight said he now is concentrating
on five-on-five drills, emphasizing
the transition between offense and
defense.
"When I watch a team, 1 see how
well it changes at the ends of the
floor," he said.

''Student Involvement In
Politics In The 1980s

by

week hurt the Lobo average.
She said the team came away
from the Diamond Invitational with
a Jot of confidence. "We got to
match up with some of the best
teams in the nation, and we played
very well." she said.
UNM is tied with Utah State for
second place in the conference, behind 2-0 Northern Colorado. The
Lobos swept UNC in the Diamond.
winning 6-l and I 2- I.
Crnig said the Lobos need to win

Islanders' Depth No Surprise for General Manager

Yojimbo
A sword·for·hlre sells himself to both sides of a town In
conflict and manages to orchestrate their mutual destruction. Directed by Kuroshowa (Seven Samurai) and
starring Toshiro Mifune.

"The name of this team is hard
work," Flatley said. "I thought we
worked hard in Team Canada, and
we did. But this is something extra.
Hard work is what gets it done."
Right now, Montreal leads the
Battle of Quebec 3-2 with game six
scheduled for the Montreal Forum
tonight. Though the Canadians do
not compare with the Islanders on
paper, how intriguing it would be to
see Montreal emerge as a possible
barrier to the Islanders winning five
straight Stanley Cups and thus tie the
record of the I 956-60 Canadians.
"We will be facing a tired team,"
said Islanders Coach AI Arbour.
"I don't care who we play, Montreal or Quebec," said Torrey. "I

....

guess it would be more appealing to
the media if it was Montreal because
of the tradition. But Quebec presents
special problems because of its unusual offense."
Also tonight, Minnesota will be at
St. Louis and Edmonton at Calgary
in division finals.
The Canadians' success is due to
goaltender Steve Penney. Penney
extended his astonishing domination
of the playoff net Wednesday night,
kicking out 26 shots to pace Montreal to a 3-2 lead in the best-ofseven series.
''Again, the guy that came up big
for us was Steve Penney,'' said
Montreal defenseman Larry Robinson. "He stoned them every time he
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Brooks Rallies
Mets to Victory
il
II

(UPI)- Hubie Brooks' third
home run of the season, a two-run
shot in the eighth inning Thursday,
rallied the New York Mets to a 7-6
victory over the Montreal Expos.
Jesse Orosco, 1-0, the Mets' third
pitcher, earned the victory with leftbander Dan Sehatzeder, 0-2, suffering the loss.
Brooks' homer came after a oneout walk to Mookie Wilson and
erased a 6-5 lead the Expos had
taken in the seventh on Gary Carter's two-run homer.
New York took an early 5-0 lead,
getting three runs in the first and
single runs in the second and third
off starter Bill Gullickson. Wally
Backman led off the first with a single and stole second. Keith Hernandez walked and George Foster sing•
led to score Backman and send Hernandez to second.
Carter then committed a passed
ball, sending the runners to second
and third, and Darryl Strawberry
scored both of them with a double.
In the second, a two-out error by
second baseman Bryan Little
allowed Backman to reach safely.
Gardenhire then singled to second
and when center fielder Tim Raines
allowed the ball to go through his
legs for an error, Backman scored.
Foster's third homer of the season, in the third inning, boosted
New York's lead to 5-0.
Dwight Gooden, bidding for his
second major league victory, siarted
for New York and went four innings, striking out seven, including
five straight in the third and fourth
innings. However, in the fifth, two
hits, two walks, a hit batter and an
error by Gardenhire allowed Montreal to score four runs.
In other NL games, Chicago
downed St. Louis 6·1, and Philadelphia at Pittsburgh was rained
out.
At Chicago, Steve Trout sea tiered
nine hits and Gary Matthews had
two hits, including a double that
ignited a threc•run sixth inning, to
lead the Cubs.
trout, 2-1, struck out four and
walked two in pitching only· hi>
~econd complete game with the
Cubs. Trout, who retired I~ batter;
ill a row at one stage, ahn singled
nrtd scored the Cub~' fir~t run in thl!
third inning.
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had the chance to."
lt took I 0 playoff games and tlw
first benching of his NHL career for
Steve Payne of the Minnesota North
Stars to live up to his post-season
nickname - "Mr. April."
Payne scored the first goal of the
game and Don Beaupre registered
his first NHL shutout to lead Minnesota to a 6-0 drubbing of the St.
Louis Blues, giving the North Stars
a 3-2 lead in t~e Norris Division
finals.
Payne scored 28 goals this season
and has 32 career playoff goals,
more than any player in North Stars
history. But he watched the third
game of the series from the press box
after failing to score in the five-game

semifinal series against Chicago and
in the first four games with the
Blues.
''Sitting out helped,'' Payne said.
"When you're in the game, you
don't realize you're playing poorly.
When you get above, it's easier to

see."
Calgary goaltender Rejean Lemc·
lin says the Flames are still hanging
from a cliff. "We've been playing
well enough to deserve the sixth
game, and we have to believe we're
good enough to play the seventh,''
said Lemelin, who withstood a late
Edmonton Oilers' charge to preserve a 5-4 triumph Wednesday
night and extend the series.
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Las N oticias
TlOitM STliDF;NTS: SUPPOitT <.11nidate1 endumd
studellll for liquor in the dorml; Jtm So!lc
·\Sl' NM President; 1err I avers ~enute wnte in. 4/24
.IOJN Tilt: SOCJ.:'fY of Prof~:Ssionul Journulilts to
IH'ur lltll llune, Alb. Journal reporter for the Mar·
.tuundn I.ilx:l 'frml, Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the
!vlar note For more info, phone 298·4981 Sec you
t!!ere!,
4/2~
RON PACIIECO ASUNM President.
4126
1-:XPO liliiUDI'fORS CALL or ~ome in for your
t~lllc assignments today; Mon., April 23 and Tues.,
Ap11l 24 by noon. Rm. 22~ NM Union 277-2331.
Mult be assigned by 12:00 p.m. Tues., Aprll24. 4/20
liNDERGRAUDATF.S: BEAT TilE high r.ost of
textbooks, support cnnidates endorsed by Students
fur Textbooks at Cost: Jim Sode ASUNM President;
Jeff Lavers senate WRITB IN.
4/24
APRIL t:XPO '84 Weds. and Titurs. Aprll25 and 26,
IJ a.m. to 6 p.m. Mall urea between Fine Arts Center
a~d NM llnlon - music, dance, theatre, exhibits,
"hedule of events at NM llnion's tnf!lrmation
Booth.
4/20
IIA n; YOU II AD an abortion? We hnve too. Let's
11elp each other. WE::BA- Women Elllploited by
Abortion. Support group Tuesday, April 24, 7 p.m.
SilO rm, 2SOA·B.
4/24
lmi.Pl THE NEW Mexico Lacrosse Club needs a
pla.:c to the Budweiser LnCfllSS Classic party on April
2H. ll unyone knows of a place indoors or out that
will ht•ld 500 people phone 277·4775 or 345·3008.
4120
U;.E.t:. M~:ETING. MONDAY, April 23 nt 7 p.m.
m Tupy I 15, All members and applicants please
1·1

,,~tend.

4!20

('"W PF:Rt'ORMANCE SERIES presents: Original
Dan'c and Music. Friday, Apnl 20th IDance) and
"i~turday, April 21st (Music by Bent and Ubana
l'i;Jnla) Both events begin at 8 p.m., "X" Theater,
l one Am Bldg. ~(J cents donation.
4 20
i ·~w IS m:REI Only Sl.SO. A~ailable in 13 t Marron
llall. llNM llookstore nod local t;.ookstNr:s (lround
~mpu, lluy,metwo .. NOW!
~·~
! l!'l11 Mf:F.TilliG? En::o.n Au\enisc in las
'<nuda\ Only 10 cenu rcr IH>rd per tssuc for l'NM
dccpartmetOisand crgnntzathlnl
:fn

Personals
t J. \H:LL !JERE it is- Just f<lr you! love ya,
!o II
4120
'r()( MADt; ME smtle. Will y<>u join me for lunch
nr't "'cck1 lhllma~ M. 4:30.
4120
Ki:f\oJN, J.ET'S SIIARt:$ome Riunite on ice. G.
4120

Albuquerque, NM 87107, Tel. 291 3924.

lane NW.

I .. O.M.l..l.. IIAPPY BIIHHUAYI flow do hllle
pJggJcG ~at'' 18 more days'' With all mv lme.
I CJ Y LA.
4./20
WANTt;D: AT'fllACTIVf~ Y<)t!N(; wumcn f1•r
M.l,, Depurtmcnt. hxcellentltock of hne young men
Wllh bnght fnancial future,, Send pholllgraph to Dr.
RlchardHtuM.E. Department.
4120
liEY C:ARl.O, YOU sleep good on campmg trip'!.

.
4/27
I'ROFt~~SIONAI. rYPING, MARY 881·1724 days,
!65~ IOBR

4120
s~;Nn

YOUR MESSAGE to that spectal sornen·
neoorfnends and family. Make contact with a
message in the clnssifieds today. Deadline: I p.m. the
day before insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
PARTY? CONCERT? FOOD? The Daily Lobo has a
place for your classlfleds about Restaurants, Parties
Food Sales and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the detail~
today in "Food/Fun.".
tfn

Services
NEW AG~ WOJ_tD processing services, term papers,
theses, dtssertatJons. Free editing. Hoffmantown
Shopping Center (rear). Call298·6006.
4/27
TYPING ON WORD procr. Pick·up and deliver.
345·1169
412S
WORD , PROCESSING. RESEARCH papers,
rnanus.:npts, APA, Ml.A, Chicago styles. Call Jim,
255·2150.
4120
DRFSt;MAKING AND ALU:RATIONS. Personal
fillings and original designs. Call 268·2314 or 888·
3786.
4120
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, l.etter·quality
printer. CompeWlve rates. Eves: 831·5888.
~17
TYPING (IBM! $l/pnge. 843-9137.
4118
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS. English and
Western, beginner to advanced, reasonable rates.
Jcaneue, 822·8473.
4124
DO VOl' KNOW what you want to do after college?
Precise system supported by computer information
for ~areer planning. Interview, testing, and analyzing
the results to relate to possible careers. New Mexico
Tc11 and Evaluation Center, 600 Chama NE, 265·
64~1.
412S
TI!TORJNG- MATHt:MATICS, STATIS1'1C'i,
french ~ Masters degreed instructor. Reasonable.
266·4247 evenings.
4/23
TYPlNG:Sl PER page. 24l-SJ46.
512
TYPING, TE.RM PAPt:RS. Reasonable rates. 299·
1240.
4/27
n;ST ANXIETY? MlllllORY? Retention?
Profemonnl Hypnosil can help. Spectal student
rates. Free consuhntior•• Call Human Development
4120
Progrnms292·0370.
TYPING: RESEARCH PAI'ERS, theses, disser•
tatiOn!, charts, graphs in my horne. The Other Orflce
884·6564.
4i27
80CENTSIPAGE. Oegreed typist. 344-3345
S/1
\JNUS\IAL GJFTI POEMS to order! Bordered
parchment paper. Prime Rhymes, 6112 Harmony

evemng1.
4/30
THF. WORI> MIU.: Stx years professional typing,
edtting. l'nglish MA. Near UNM. 256-0916.
4123
TYPING NEAR UNM fast, accurate. Call Stephanie
247-3~19.
4127
PIANO I.F.SSONS: ALL ages, levels. ('all Laura
Kramer 265·1352.
517
TYPIST: TERM PAPEP.'l eesrnee299-8970.
512
24 UOUR TV PING servlce.229··5l0.
4124
PROFESSIONAL TYPING, THESES. Reports.
IBM. Campus pickup/delivery. 281·2913.
S/7
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everYthing! Call- Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, acrgss from LaBeUes, 5019 Menaul NB.
888-4778.
tfn
CO~A.CfS·POLISJJING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opucal Company on Lomas just west ofW ashlngton.
tfn
ACCURA.Tt: INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counsllng. Phone 247·
7819.
tfn

Housing
WOMAN W/ClULD needs roommme for 2 bdrm
house. 200/m utitiues incl. Near UNM. 242·0694.
4.~0

NEW TWO BEDROOM, no pets, $370 month,
washer, dryer huokup. CheUwood Menaul area. 292·
$110,345-6326.
4/26
THREE HOUSES FOR sale In UNM area. $68,000 in
Nob Hill. S87 ,000 and $133,000 in "Pill Hill." Call
Eileen Murphy 266·2042 or at Hooten Stahl881·7470.
4t2S
STUDENT'S FAMILY NEEDS 3·bel!roomhouse for
rent near campus. Call evenings- 247·3028. 4;20
BY OWNER, 3·BEDROOM adobe. Near medical,
law schools. Fireplace, high ceilings, hardwood
floors, large basement. Covered and fenced
patio/barbeque. Large two car garage. Assumable
FHA loan at8Vl O:o. Total price S78,SOO. 293·0377,
4/20
ROOM FOR RENT. Call Oaryl Janene at 884-0604
after6:00.
4120
NEED SUMMER MARRIED student housing, two
bedroom. L. Johnson, Rt.J Do~ 94A, Bloomfield,
NM 87413. 632-3709,
4123
ROOMMATE SEEKERS: WANT to share housing
costs? compamonship1 Check our files for a com·
patiblcroommate. 296-0729.
$17
TilE CITADEL: Sl'PERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus servtce every 30 mlnutts. I bedroom
or efficiency, S270 to 5370. AU utilities paid. Delu11e
kitchen -with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swtrnrning pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no peu. I S20 UniversitY NE. 243·2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard

-· c;;overed

S'ITaeon

N E., $230; mo., for one penon, $250tmo. for 2
persons, all utihties paid, $17~ s~curity deposit. Fully
furnilhcd·se~unty lock~ nnd laundry facthties. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
e;ening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
TENTS LIGHT WEIGHT. I have four tents for back
packing from SJS to SIOO. 294-4408. Ask for Joe.
4123
1976 TRIUMPH TR·7. Excellent condition. $2500.
268-3060, 256-0506.
4120
94 ROCK VAN 78 ford, pretend you work for 94
Rock, captain's chairs, stereo, $3200. 836-0389. 4120
HONDA EXPRESS II motorbike377 actual mileage.
S400 negotiable. Phone: 345-4231.
4/26
AQUARIUM AND FISH tank equipment for sale.
David 277·2777.
4125
BANK AND OLUFSON turn-table, receiver, and
speakers. $900 or best offer. 277·8936 (mornings) or
842-4074 evenings. Ask for Bob.
4125
HP-41CV $100, A steatt 277-5176 Pr leave messa11e at
4/20
Hokona Hall, Rm. 358,
TEN SPEED BICYCLE. Lambert of England. 22''
frame. Plus accessories. 266-2997.
4/24
SOFA, TWO LIVING~OOM chairs, desk, table
lamp. All good condition. Best offer for one or all.
Call2S5-1217 or 277·7496.
511
CAFE RACER 1981 Moto Ouzzi Monza 500cc, 4080
miles, practically new. $2500 or best offe• (make
one) I Mark, 268-147~.
4127
1976 VW RABBIT. Good condition. 842·1902. 4123
1980 HONDA lOOT, low mileage, runs beautifully!
Must sell.$375. 277·2382 or277-2170.
4123
'73 TOYOTA COROLLA. $1000 or best offer. 2669861.
4/23
198l MOTO GUZZI V50 Ill, 500cc, 8000 miles. Red,
cafe ferring, rack, new tires, ~5·60 mpg. 266-3051.
4'23
1979 Clft:VEITE. GOOD engine, body, mileage!
$1975 or offer. Evenings- 842.·8984.
4123
'76 IIONDA CIVIC, Runs but needs clutch. $700 or
best offer. 897·2706.
4120
VIDEO TERMINAL. NEW $1600, sell $800,
Hazeltine model 80 VT- 100 Emulator. Works on
VSPC UNIX and VMS. Tom 822·8108.
4125
CARS. 76 PINTO Wagon, 73 Buick, 74 Torino, 74
l'ord. Custom, 268·2652
4124

Employment
GOVE~NMENT JOIIS. Sl6,SS9-$50,~53/year. No"'
hmng. Your area. Call 1·800-687.6000 c~t. R·9786.
4120
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVt: WANTED for local
Whitewater Rafting Company. Good pay plus free
tnps. Call 1-800-222-RAl'T.
412S
PA.ItT·TIME HOURLY wage plus bonus, taking
orders for KZIA Radio gift book - day and evening
shifts available. Delivery people needed also - apply
rrgm 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 117 Richmond NE, Suite B or
~all266·94".
4127
WO~K IN LONDON. Any job level cllil344·6380 for
details.
4120
ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS: For information send
S.A.S.E. to Alaskan Jobs. Bo~ 4023S, Tucson,
Arizona 85717.
412S
Pt:ACE CORPS NEEDS math and science teachers
to serve in developing countries for2 yr. assignments.
CPIIege degree with major or minor in math/science.
Call277-2961 for information.
4/20
THOUSANDS OF JOBS: We can instantly expose
your resume to thousands of employers throughout
the U.S. and the world through our cpmputerlzed
employment data-bank. ARS, 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 29(H)729.
517
AIRLINES IIIRING, $14·$39,0001 Stewardesses,
reservationist! Worldwide! Call for guide, directory,
newsletter. 1·916-944·4444 xNewMexlcoAir.
4/27

Travel
sCUBA DIVING TOll~ - Mexico for certtfied
divers orstuents- Come Scuba, 294-5269 - leave a
message.
4120
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
FOUND: TWO TEXTBOOKS behind Baskin
Robbins. Identify and claim room 131, Marron Hall.
4/23
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

THAI HOUSE
Tlte Only Thai llestanrant In Tcn'\'11
Offet4ng A 10-fo Diseo1111t 011
ltiO:NDAY DINNERS
wltl1 tlds ad
247-9205
106 Buena Yista
(Across from t~X~l. behind 31 Fla\·ors)
~Ionday through Sat~trday

Open
11-2 l,unch

5:30-9 Dinner

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

OLDTOWN

SO~IET

ARTS FESTIK4L
SIBERIADE

The ep1c s;~ga of two faml11es
lovmg, f1ght1ng and survw1ng from tlw
Russoan Revolution to the present

IDRIES------~
SHAH:

****" . . . . . . . ..

"A creative

'WAR & PEACE'ot 'BIRTH OF A NATION.'

"A great surging Russian epic ...
A masterpiece •••
Its fiery climax pulls us to the
edge of our seats." 1 0 ~ Anqet~~ rrm~~

THE TWO DEMONS
o\ rumor tiP\ tl \JJt! tn " •l•n:nr
c1nf"
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'"SIBERIADE'••• ei(presses a deep
mystical feeling .•. The performances
are extremely good and lively."
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Reflections
•\
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Octagon Press

@

Ark Book~
30:" lohn'on St.
Sanl.t fl'
Brolhrthood of Lifl·
110 Dclrlmouth 'iE
Albuqut>rquc
f!_Y urn•'(";p~~:,

h.,

'T1J,,: ~tfH"l

ISHK Book SeMiiCe, DPp! C 1
P0

Friday and Saturday, April 20 and 21
7 PM Woodward Hall Room 147
Admission free. but donations fo the Russian Studies

___________________.

Scho Ia
Fund ore welcome.
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ACROSS

49 Greek letter
50 Mr. Whitney
51 Blue shade
52 Put aside
54 Fishing gear
58 Light stroke
60 Sentence

1 Red apple:
abbr.
4 Cut
9 Stares
14 Wallaba
15 Ravioli
(SI.)
dough
61 Quarrel
16 Warn
62 Bouquet
17 Whips
64 Rudeness
19 Fixation
66 Arrives
20 Three spots 67 Battery part
21 Soak
68 Augment
22 Superlative 69 Bounders
70 Called
ending
23 Preposition 71 Man's name
24 Delaware city
26 Dog salmon DOWN
29 Zoo animal
31 Chern. suffix
1 Sicily's
32 King beaters
neighbor
33 Rank
2 Separated
36 Consign
3 Kind of role
38 Choose
4 Hot springs
39 India
5 - Vegas
region
6 Star: Pref.
41 Ocean-going 7 Packs cargo
43 Do
8 Rushed
something
9 Hockey, e.g.
44 PGA
10 Yukon's
member
neighbor
46 Hose support 11 Christian
41 Weary
festival

THURSDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

12 Silkworm
13 Depot: Abbr.
18 Detour
24 Wants
25 Backed out
27 Kind of tent
28"- -Is
Born"
30 Footwear
item
33Ray
341mplicit
35 Houston
bowl
37 Transaction

40 Club member
42 Nobleman
45 Grassy
plain
48 Paint
53- salts
55 Sea fowl
56 Sticky
57 Streak
59 Male voice
61 Coaster
62 "Alas!":
Ger.
63 Fish eggs
65 Lyric

